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Articles

SYMPOSIUM

THE SOUND OF LEGAL THUNDER:

THE CHAOTIC CONSEQUENCES OF
CRUSHING CONSTITUTIONAL

BUTTERFLIES

Time travel and chaos theory are staples of science fiction.
In Ray Bradbury's "The Sound of Thunder," for example, a big-
game hunter travels back 100 million years to bag a Tyranno-
saurus rex but inadvertently stomps a butterfly on re-entering his
time machine.1 This single incidental taking of ancient wildlife
radically changes the world to which the hunter returns.

Constitutional Commentary is no stranger to this fantastic
genre. This journal has already pondered whether cyborg assas-
sins sent back in time can change the course of history. Law
professors might not have the box office receipts to rival Back to
the Future, The Terminator, or Jurassic Park, but we can fanta-
size with Hollywood's best about the chaotic consequences of
deliberate temporal mismatches.

This symposium extends this parlor game into the realm of
constitutional law. We have offered [eighteen] constitutional
scholars the opportunity to ride a highly unusual time machine.
Each rider may choose any single development in American
constitutional history-an amendment, an episode at the Consti-
tutional Convention, a case, even a Supreme Court appoint-

1. See Ray Bradbury, A Sound of Thunder, in Twice Twenty-Two (The Golden Apples of
the Sun) 110 (Doubleday, 1966).

2. See Daniel A. Farber, Terminator 2! : The Constitution in an Alternate World, 9
Const. Comm. 59 (1992).
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ment-and erase it utterly from legal memory. The greater
power to extinguish, quite naturally, includes the lesser power to
extend, reverse, or modify.

Such awesome power, alas, comes only at an awesome price.
A scholar choosing to ride Constitutional Commentary's time
machine must also describe all the consequences, desirable or
not, that flow from the stomping of the unlucky constitutional
butterfly. It is easy enough to "strike like lightning" into the
past,3 but it takes real insight and ingenuity to "convert[ ] silence
into thunder.
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Jim Chen*

3. Ducluiorth v. Eagan, 492 U.S. 195,211 (1989) (O'Connor, J., concurring).
4. Dalia v. United States, 441 U.S. 238, 263 (1979) (Stevens, J., dissenting).
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